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Person recognition can be accomplished through several modalities (face, name, voice). Lesion, neuro-
physiology and neuroimaging studies have been conducted in an attempt to determine the similarities
and differences in the neural networks associated with person identity via different modality inputs.
The current study used event-related functional-MRI in 17 healthy participants to directly compare acti-
vation in response to randomly presented famous and non-famous names and faces (25 stimuli in each of
the four categories). Findings indicated distinct areas of activation that differed for faces and names in
regions typically associated with pre-semantic perceptual processes. In contrast, overlapping brain
regions were activated in areas associated with the retrieval of biographical knowledge and associated
social affective features. Specifically, activation for famous faces was primarily right lateralized and
famous names were left-lateralized. However, for both stimuli, similar areas of bilateral activity were
observed in the early phases of perceptual processing. Activation for fame, irrespective of stimulus
modality, activated an extensive left hemisphere network, with bilateral activity observed in the hippo-
campi, posterior cingulate, and middle temporal gyri. Findings are discussed within the framework of
recent proposals concerning the neural network of person identification.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recognition of a familiar person is typically automatic, quick, and
accurate. It can also be accomplished through several input modali-
ties such as by presentation of the face or name of an individual per-
son. It is generally accepted that a diverse set of cognitive operations
and a distributed neural network mediates the person recognition
and identification process, but the specific details remain a topic of
debate and considerable investigation (Bruce & Young, 1986; Bur-
ton, Bruce, & Johnston, 1990; Gobbini & Haxby, 2007; Haxby & Ida
Gobbini, 2007; Ishai, Schmidt, & Boesiger, 2005; Leveroni et al.,
2000; Seidenberg et al., 2002; Wiggett & Downing, 2008).

Several questions about the structure and organization of the
person identity system remain unresolved. One issue concerns
ll rights reserved.
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whether a single amodal general semantic memory system repre-
senting person knowledge exists or whether multiple modality
specific person identity semantic systems are represented
(Gainotti, 2007; Haslam, Kay, Hanley, & Lyons, 2004; Lambert,
Swain, Miller, & Caine, 2006; Leveroni et al., 2000). Related to this
issue are questions about the degree of hemispheric lateralization
for faces and names, which regions are involved in the processing
of these stimuli, and the identification of shared and unique
regions. Data relevant to these issues have come from human
lesion studies of person recognition, behavioral studies in healthy
subjects, event-related potential studies, and more recently from
functional neuroimaging studies. As reviewed below, there is not
yet a clear consensus about the answers to these questions.

Snowden et al. (2004) examined the performance of 15 seman-
tic dementia patients on famous face and name knowledge. Over-
all, semantic dementia (SD) patients, who are characterized by
primarily anterolateral temporal lobe damage, performed more
poorly on both face and name identification and familiarity
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compared to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients, with primarily
medial temporal lobe damage. Of interest, when the SD group
was distinguished on the basis of extent of right or left side tempo-
ral lobe damage, there was a clear double dissociation such that
those with R > L atrophy performed more poorly with faces com-
pared to names, and the L > R atrophy group showed the opposite
pattern. These findings are consistent with other lesion studies,
which report modality specific deficits for famous faces and names
as a function of laterality of lesion (Eslinger, 1996; Evans, Heggs,
Antoun, & Hodges, 1995; Kartsounis & Shallice, 1996).

Gainotti (2007) provided an extensive review of both case and
group studies examining the effect of lateralized left or right tem-
poral lobe lesions on famous people recognition. He concluded that
the data were most consistent with a modality-specific proposal.
That is, lesions to the right temporal lobe produced impairment
in face recognition and the retrieval of person specific knowledge,
while left temporal lobe lesions affected retrieval access to the spe-
cific name of an individual face but spared face recognition and ac-
cess to other semantic information about the person (e.g.,
occupation). In addition, right temporal lobe lesions tended to
show a stronger modality-specific effect in that famous faces were
less well recognized than famous names, while left temporal lobe
lesions tended to show a more balanced deficit for faces and
names.

Schweinberger and colleagues (2002) conducted an ERP repeti-
tion priming study of famous faces and famous names (in two sep-
arate studies), and reported a similar pattern of activity for both
stimuli at a late post-recognition time frame (500–600 ms). They
suggested that the findings were consistent with the notion of sep-
arate stimulus specific perceptual analyses, but that famous faces
and names shared a common source for retrieval of semantic infor-
mation. A similar conclusion was reached in an ERP study examin-
ing age-related changes to face and name recognition (Pfutze,
Sommer, & Schweinberger, 2002).

Functional neuroimaging techniques provide another approach
to examine the neural correlates of famous face and name process-
ing. It permits the examination of the person recognition system
both in its normal operational state as well as during an impaired
state (e.g., lesion) and also can include larger samples of (‘‘normal”)
subjects. At this point, neuroimaging studies have primarily been
devoted to studying famous and non-famous face stimuli, and only
a few studies have examined the direct contrast between famous
faces and famous names. When just famous faces and non-famous
faces are directly contrasted, neuroimaging studies typically show
activation in an extensive bilateral cortical and subcortical net-
work, which often has a right sided predominance. This finding is
consistent across a number of different task demands including
passive viewing, (Ishai et al., 2005), matching faces (Gorno-Tem-
pini et al., 1998), fame discrimination (Leveroni et al., 2000) and
face identity (Kapur, Friston, Young, Frith, & Frackowiak, 1995; Ser-
gent, Ohta, & MacDonald, 1992). Regions of activation typically in-
clude the fusiform and lingual gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus,
hippocampus, posterior cingulate, precuneus, anterior temporal
lobe, and both middle and inferior occipital temporal cortex. In a
series of studies comparing the event-related BOLD signal for fa-
mous names vs. non-famous names, we found that famous names
also activated an extensive bilateral network that included many of
the same areas observed for famous faces (Douville et al., 2005;
Nielson et al., 2006; Woodard et al., 2007).

Gorno-Tempini et al. (1998) conducted a PET study contrasting
the processing of famous faces relative to famous names. They
found that faces compared to names produced bilateral activation
in the fusiform gyri (particularly on the right) and in the right lin-
gual gyrus, whereas the processing of names relative to faces re-
sulted in activation in the left middle temporal gyrus and left
superior temporal sulcus. In addition, a shared set of regions acti-
vated by both famous faces and names was primarily left-lateral-
ized and included the left temporo-parietal junction, left middle
inferior temporal gyrus, left medial frontal lobe, and left
precuneus.

In the current study, we employed a 2 (fame; famous/non-
famous) � 2 (stimulus type; name/face) within-subjects, event-re-
lated fMRI design, in order to identify the unique and shared re-
gions associated with accessing name and face familiarity. This
design also provided several key improvements over previous
studies. Specifically, we used previously verified, highly recogniz-
able famous face and name stimuli and all stimuli were presented
in random order. Additionally, the event-related design allowed
computation of hemodynamic response functions associated with
each stimulus type and the removal of error trials, preventing error
biases in the activation maps. Based on the available person-iden-
tity network (PIN) literature, we predicted that both famous face
and famous name networks would produce a primarily left-sided
network which would include the posterior cingulate/precuneus
regions, anterior temporal lobe, superior frontal region and the
temporo-parietal junction. We also expected regions of non-over-
lap that would be associated with ‘‘early” or pre-semantic stages,
such as the fusiform and lingual gyri (faces) and the left middle
temporal gyrus (names).
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Seventeen healthy adults (10 males; mean age = 28.8 years,
range = 20–47; mean education = 17.5 years, range = 14–23) were
recruited from universities in the Milwaukee, WI metropolitan
area. Participants were excluded if they reported a history of neu-
rological disease, medical illnesses, major psychiatric disturbance
meeting DSM-IV Axis I criteria, substance abuse meeting DSM-IV
Axis I criteria, or current use of psychoactive medications. Addi-
tional exclusion criteria related to fMRI scanning safety and suit-
ability included pregnancy, weight inappropriate for height,
ferrous objects within the body, low visual acuity, left-handedness,
and a history of claustrophobia. Informed consent was obtained
consistent with institutional guidelines established by the Medical
College of Wisconsin Human Research Protections Program. All
participants received financial compensation. Participants were
asked to refrain from alcohol use 24 h and caffeine use 12 h prior
to the fMRI scan.
2.2. Procedures

2.2.1. Fame discrimination task
While undergoing fMRI scanning, participants were presented

with a series of 100 visual stimuli: 25 names of famous persons,
25 names of non-famous individuals, 25 faces of famous persons,
and 25 faces of non-famous individuals. Our previous investiga-
tions (e.g., Douville et al., 2005; Nielson et al., 2006; Woodard
et al., 2007) using comparable tasks demonstrated stable hemody-
namic response functions with as few as 20 trials. Famous and
non-famous stimuli were derived from a pool of 361 stimuli gener-
ated from previous fMRI studies (Douville et al., 2005; Leveroni
et al., 2000). For purposes of this study, the entire set of famous
and non-famous stimuli were presented outside the scanner to
six participants of similar age and education as the participants in-
cluded in the current imaging study. Only famous stimuli correctly
recognized or non-famous stimuli correctly rejected by at least five
of the six participants (83.3%) were used in the current study. Per-
formance rates for this pilot were: 96.78% unfamiliar faces
(sd = .029), 96.82% unfamiliar names (sd = .046), 93.14% familiar
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faces (sd = .043), 94.62% familiar names (sd = .053). Briefly, the fa-
mous stimulus sets included comparable distributions of enter-
tainers, politicians and sports figures, while the unfamiliar
persons’ names were selected from area phone books and photos
were selected from various sources where ‘‘glamour” photos were
available to closely match photos of famous people. Each stimulus
set was also balanced for gender and included a wide age range of
persons; the famous names and faces sets did not duplicate any
individual famous persons.

A trial consisted of the visual presentation of a single name or
face for 4 s. Participants were instructed to make a right index fin-
ger key press if the name or face was famous and a right middle
finger key press if the name or face was unfamiliar during this
4 s interval. The height and width of the names subtended approx-
imate visual angles of 0.2� and 1.1�, respectively; face images sub-
tended a square 1.1� on each side.

The 100 stimulus trials were randomly interspersed with 100 2-
s intervals in which the participant was instructed to fixate on a
single centrally placed crosshair. The fixation intervals were incor-
porated to introduce ‘‘jitter” into the fMRI time course. An imaging
run began with 6 s. of crosshair fixation. Two imaging runs of
606 s. each (10 min, 6 s.) were required to present the entire set
of 100 stimuli.

2.2.2. fMRI acquisition
Whole-brain, event-related functional-MRI was conducted on a

General Electric (Waukesha, WI) 3.0 Tesla long bore scanner equipped
with an eight channel head coil. fMRI images were collected using an
gradient-echo, echoplanar pulse sequence (TE = 20.3 ms; flip an-
gle = 77�; field of view (FOV) = 24 cm; matrix 64� 64). Thirty-six
contiguous axial, 4-mm-thick slices were selected to provide cover-
age of the entire brain (voxel size = 3.75 � 3.75 � 4 mm). The inter-
scan interval (TR) was 2 s. High-resolution, three-dimensional
spoiled gradient-recalled at steady-state (SPGR) anatomic images
were also acquired (TE = 3.2 ms; TR = 8.2 ms; inversion recovery
(IR) preparation time = 450 ms; flip angle = 12�; number of
excitations (NEX) = 1; slice thickness = 1.0 mm; FOV = 24 cm; resolu-
tion = 256� 224). Foam padding was used to reduce head movement
within the coil.

2.2.3. fMRI analysis
Functional images were generated with Analysis of Functional

NeuroImages (AFNI) software (Cox, 1996). Individual anatomical
and functional scans were transformed into standard stereotaxic
space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). Each image time series was
time shifted to the middle of the TR and then spatially registered
to reduce the effects of head motion using a rigid body iterative lin-
ear least squares method. A deconvolution analysis was used to ex-
tract a hemodynamic response (HRF) for each of the four stimulus
conditions (famous faces, non-famous faces, famous names, non-
famous names). HRFs were modeled for the 0–18 s period post-
stimulus onset. Despite a high accuracy rate (see Section 3), esti-
mation of HRFs were restricted to correct trials. Area under the
curve (AUC) of the HRF was calculated by computing sums of the
hemodynamic responses at time points 4, 6, and 8 s. post-stimulus
onset. To compensate for normal variation in anatomy across sub-
jects, functional images were blurred using a 6 mm Gaussian full-
width half-maximum filter. Functional and structural images were
reformatted into 1 mm isotropic voxels and co-registered.

2.2.4. Spatial extent analysis
This analysis was performed to examine the spatial extent of

activation comparing the famous and non-famous name condi-
tions. Statistical parametric maps were generated to identify
voxels where the AUC for famous names differed significantly from
the AUC for non-famous names. An individual voxel probability
threshold of 0.001 (t(16) = 4.0) was applied in conjunction with a
minimum cluster size threshold of 0.281 ml (Forman et al., 1995)
to minimize false positive activation foci from the brain maps.
These two threshold values were derived from a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation (3000 iterations) using the AFNI AlphaSim program indicat-
ing that the whole-brain probability of generating a false positive
activation cluster is p = 0.05 (Ward, 2000).

2.2.5. Functional region of interest analyses
Statistical analysis consisted of a voxel-wise, 2 � 2 (stimulus

type � fame) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with pair-wise contrasts for interactions (p < .05). As in the spatial
extent analysis, statistical parametric maps used a threshold with a
family-wise error rate of p < 0.05.
3. Results

3.1. Task performance

Mean accuracy rates for each condition were as follows: famous
faces = 90% (sd = 0.10), famous names = 95% (sd = 0.04), non-fa-
mous faces = 91% (sd = 0.05), and non-famous names = 97%
(sd = 0.04). Although all performance means were 90% correct or
better, a two-way, repeated measures ANOVA indicated that the
stimulus type main effect was significant (F(1, 16) = 17.8,
p < 0.001, g2 = .54) with names being more accurately recognized
than faces. The Fame main effect and the fame � stimulus type
interaction effect were not significant (p > 0.10).

Mean reaction times for each condition were as follows: famous
faces = 1272 ms (sd = 225), famous names = 1186 ms (sd = 207),
non-famous faces = 1685 ms (sd = 386), and non-famous
names = 1625 ms (sd = 407). A two-way, repeated measures ANO-
VA indicated that the Fame main effect was significant
(F(1, 16) = 54.9, p < 0.001, g2 = .77) with famous individuals being
more quickly identified than non-famous individuals. The stimulus
type main effect and the fame � stimulus type interaction effect
were not significant (p > 0.10).

3.2. fMRI results

3.2.1. Spatial extent analysis
Results of the voxel-wise analysis comparing face and name

conditions are shown in Fig. 1A and Table 1. Of note, famous names
produced greater activation in the left hemisphere than the right
hemispheres (52.2 ml vs. 18.6 ml) while a right-hemispheric pref-
erence was evident for famous faces (36 ml vs. 12.3 ml). In addi-
tion, as shown in Fig. 2b and Table 2, the famous > non-famous
subtraction produced a greater extent of activation in the left
hemisphere compared to the right hemisphere (34.0 ml vs. 3.6 ml).

3.3. ROI analyses

3.3.1. Stimulus type
Table 1 and Fig. 1A present results of the stimulus type main ef-

fect. As expected, face processing produced greater activation than
names principally in the fusiform and lateral occipital regions.
These activations were bilateral, although a clear right hemisphere
preference was evident for both areas. Right-sided activity was also
observed in the superior and inferior frontal gyri and insula, as well
as the posterior cingulate and inferior temporal gyrus. Bilateral
activity was observed in the superior collicli. Name stimuli pro-
duced a widespread and predominantly left-sided activation that
included the cuneus, middle and superior temporal gyrus, precu-
neus, supramarginal gyrus, precentral gyrus, and insula. Right side
activation was also found in the cuneus, inferior parietal lobe,



Fig. 1. Functional regions of interest (ROI) showing activation for (A) names > faces
(blue) and faces > names (red; ROI numbers correspond to Table 1); (B) famous
stimuli > non-famous stimuli (blue; no ROIs showed non-famous > famous; numbers
correspond to Table 2); and (C) ROIs with interactions between fame and stimulus type
shown (blue; numbers correspond to Table 3).
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postcentral gyrus, anterior cingulate, and middle and superior
frontal gyri.

3.3.2. Fame
Results of the fame main effect are presented in Table 2 and

Fig. 1B. Famous stimuli, collapsed over stimulus type, produced
greater activation than non-famous stimuli predominantly in the
left hemisphere including the temporo-parietal junction, insula,
and superior and middle frontal gyrus. Bilateral activation was ob-
served for the hippocampi, posterior cingulate, and middle tempo-
ral gyrus. In contrast, no regions were detected in which non-
famous stimuli demonstrated greater activation than famous
stimuli.

3.3.3. Stimulus type � fame interaction
Sixteen relatively small (<3 ml), predominantly left-sided clus-

ters demonstrating significant Stimulus by Fame interactions were
observed distributed throughout the brain (see Table 3 and
Fig. 1C). Fourteen of 16 clusters demonstrated greater activation
for famous vs. unfamiliar face stimuli, while 12 of these 16 also
demonstrated greater activation for unfamiliar vs. famous names.
Additionally, 12 of the 16 clusters demonstrated significantly
greater activation for unfamiliar names vs. unfamiliar faces. Four
clusters also demonstrated greater activation for famous faces vs.
famous names while four different clusters demonstrated the
opposite pattern. Fig. 2 presents graphs illustrating these effects
in four representative regions.

4. Discussion

This event-related fMRI study directly compared famous and
non-famous names with famous and non-famous faces in order
to determine the impact of stimulus type (face vs. names) and
familiarity (famous or non-famous) on the neural networks associ-
ated with person identity. Both famous faces and famous names
produced more activation than non-famous faces and names
consistent with several other studies (Douville et al., 2005;
Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998; Leveroni et al., 2000). However, it
should be noted that the same pattern of findings is not always
observed for non-familiar faces without a preexisting semantic
context that is represented multiple times to create a sense of
familiarity (Rossion, Schiltz, Robaye, Pirenne, & Crommelinck,
2001).

Our findings implicate an integrated set of shared and modality
specific areas of activation which appear to work in concert in the
recognition of familiar people (faces or names). There was also evi-
dence for additional areas of activation in the right hemisphere for
faces and in the left hemisphere for names, but bilateral activity
was also noted for both faces and names beginning in the early
stages of stimulus processing. This highlights the point that suc-
cessful recognition of famous faces involves a complex set of inter-
related bilateral structures (Cooper, Harvey, Lavidor, &
Schweinberger, 2007; Mohr, Landgrebe, & Schweinberger, 2002;
Rossion et al., 2003). A similar point has been made with respect
to categorization of famous names. That is, performance for dis-
criminating famous names was found to be similar when names
were presented in either the right or left visual field (Ohnesorge
& Van Lancker, 2001).

Haxby and colleagues (2000, 2007) proposed a neural model for
the recognition of familiar faces, which can serve as a useful frame-
work to discuss the current findings. They suggested that a distrib-
uted neural system composed of both a core system and an
extended system underlies the recognition of a familiar face. The
core system entails the visual analysis of the face and includes
the inferior occipital and fusiform gyrus and the posterior superior



Table 1
Brain regions demonstrating differences in activation comparing name vs. face stimuli.

Name > face Face > name

# Side Region BA x y z Vol. (ml) # Side Region BA x y z Vol. (ml)

Frontal
1 L Middle frontal G. 6 �21 �9 57 4.7
2 L Precentral G. 6 �47 �1 26 2.2
3 L Precentral G. 6 �47 �3 44 2.1
4 L Cingulate G. 24,32 �14 35 0 1.4
5 L Insular cortex – �38 �3 10 4.6
6 R Middle frontal G. 6 25 �12 57 0.6 20 R Superior frontal G. 8 5 40 44 4.4
7 R Superior frontal G. 6 10 12 62 0.3 21 R Inferior frontal G. 44 51 17 27 2.8
8 R Cingulate G. 24,32 14 39 5 2.7 22 R Insular cortex – 37 22 �8 1.2

Parietal
9 L Supramarginal G. 40 �47 �40 34 12.2
10 L Precuneus 7 �18 �57 51 7.7
11 L Precuneus 7 �12 �67 59 0.4
12 R Postcentral G. 1,2 35 �42 59 2.8 23 R Posterior cingulate 30 4 �50 20 0.4
13 R Postcentral G. 1,2 54 �20 23 2.5
14 R Inferior parietal L. 40 55 �39 46 0.5

Temporal
15 L Middle temporal G. 21 �47 �50 0 6.3 24 L Fusiform G. 37 �24 �71 �12 5.2
16 L Superior temporal G. 22 �51 �41 13 2.9 25 R Fusiform G. 37 35 �61 �11 12.7

26 R Inferior temporal G. 20 33 �11 �28 0.4

Occipital
17 L Calcarine S. 17 �8 �74 11 8.5 27 L Cuneus 18 �33 �87 7 6.5
18 R Cuneus 17,18 10 �76 16 9.2 28 R Cuneus 18 38 �80 8 12.0

Cerebellum
19 R Lateral hemisphere (VIIIA�) � 27 �65 �42 1.3 29 L Lateral hemisphere (VIIAt*) – �9 �75 �29 0.4

Subcortical
– R Superior colliculus 5 �31 �1 2.1
– L Superior colliculus �17 �30 0 0.6

Note: # corresponds with regions shown in Fig. 1A; BA = Brodmann area; L = left; R = right; � = nomenclature from Schmahmann et al. (1999).
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temporal sulcus. The extended system is made up of two compo-
nents, person knowledge and emotion, with each component pre-
sumably including several neural regions. Person knowledge
includes biographical information (anterior temporal cortex), re-
trieval of personal traits, attitudes, and mental states (anterior par-
acingulate), mental states and intentions (superior temporal
sulcus, temporo-parietal junction), and retrieval of episodic mem-
ory (precuneus/posterior cingulate). The emotion component in-
cludes the insula, amygdala, and striatum, which are presumably
linked to emotional reactions to familiar faces.

Consistent with the Haxby model, we found that familiar faces
produced greater activity than familiar names in regions associated
with the pre-semantic core visual analysis stage (e.g., fusiform
gyrus), as well as other regions shown to play a role in visual anal-
yses (e.g., right cuneus, right inferior temporal gyrus). These find-
ings are consistent with previous reports identifying the role of
the occipitotemporal region in mediating famous faces, and the
interaction of the fusiform gyrus with the lateral occipital region
in familiar face processing (Minnesbusch, Suchan, Köster, & Daum,
2009; Rossion et al., 2003). In contrast to faces, famous names did
not produce increased activity in the fusiform gyrus, consistent
with the notion that this region plays a unique role in person iden-
tity based on a facial presentation (Grill-Spector & Malach, 2001).
Importantly however, the fusiform has also been associated with
cross-modal responses to familiar persons, such as when hearing
familiar voices when the task involves speaker recognition rather
than message content (Von Kriegstein, Kleinschmidt, Sterzer, &
Giraud, 2005). Famous names instead produced more activity than
famous faces in a set of regions including the cuneus and precu-
neus, areas that were also activated in another study when sub-
jects were instructed to produce a mental image of a famous face
generated from the presentation of the name of the person (Ishai,
Haxby, & Ungerleider, 2002). Activation unique to famous names
was also observed in the left SMG, which is thought to play an
important role in visual word recognition, regardless of specific
task demands (Stoeckel, Gough, Watkins, & Devlin, 2009).

There was evidence for hemispheric differences in both the
number of regions and spatial extent of activation for famous
names and famous faces. Famous names activated more left hemi-
sphere regions than right hemisphere regions and also activated
more left hemisphere regions in total than did famous faces. Con-
versely, famous faces produced more right hemisphere regions of
activation than left hemisphere regions, and more right hemi-
sphere areas in total than did famous names. Thus, these findings
lend support to hemispheric-associated modality-specific process-
ing for famous faces and famous names (Eslinger, 1996; Gainotti,
2007; Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998; Schweinberger et al., 2002).

In addition to the modality specific activations, there was also
considerable common overlap of activation for both familiar faces
and familiar names in a set of regions associated with the retrieval
of biographical semantic information including bilateral hippo-
campus, left temporo-parietal junction, bilateral middle temporal
gyrus, and bilateral posterior cingulate. Consistent with other re-
ports, additional regions activated by fame recognition were pri-
marily left-lateralized and included the superior and middle
frontal gyrus (Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998). Frontal regions have
been found to be activated in several previous studies of famous
faces or famous names (Douville et al., 2005; Grabowski, Damasio,
& Damasio, 1998; Leveroni et al., 2000), and may relate to the
search and retrieval of person identity semantic information. Acti-
vation of the HC may reflect the retrieval aspects of accessing infor-
mation from long-term semantic memory. Several recent fMRI
studies have found increased hippocampal activity for the recogni-
tion of famous people (faces or names) from both recent and re-
mote time periods (Bernard et al., 2004; Douville et al., 2005).

Of interest, bilateral activity in the posterior cingulate has con-
sistently been reported for both famous faces and famous names
(Leveroni et al., 2000; Woodard et al., 2007). It also has been found



Fig. 2. Representative brain regions demonstrating interaction effects between fame (famous, non-famous) and stimulus type (face, name). Numbers correspond to
numbered regions in Table 3 and Fig. 1C. MR Signal Intensity is in arbitrary units.
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to be active in response to familiar voices compared to non-famous
voices (Arnott, Heywood, Kentridge, & Goodale, 2008; Shah et al.,
2001). Thus, the posterior cingulate may play an important role
Table 2
Brain regions demonstrating differences in activation comparing famous vs.
unfamiliar stimuli.

Famous > unfamiliar

# Side Region BA x y z Vol.
(ml)

Frontal
1 L Superior frontal G. 8 �11 34 46 7.4
2 L Superior frontal G. 10 �1 55 15 4.5
3 L Middle frontal G. 6 �32 6 51 1.1
4 L Anterior insula – �36 0 2 0.5

Parietal
5 L Temporo-parietal

junction
37,39 �49 �63 23 15.1

6 B Posterior cingulate 23,31 �2 �52 25 12.4
7 R Angular G. 39 47 �72 30 1.2

Temporal
8 L Middle temporal G. 21 �54 �41 �6 3.8
9 L Middle temporal G. 21 �52 �16 �10 0.3
10 L Superior temporal G. 38 �41 14 �21 1.1
11 L Middle temporal G. 21 �44 �1 �31 0.5
12 L Hippocampus – �25 �29 �11 1.0
13 R Hippocampus – 31 �26 �11 1.8
14 R Middle temporal G. 21 59 �5 �9 1.3
15 R Middle temporal G. 21 63 �51 6 0.5

Note: no brain areas showed unfamiliar > famous activity; # corresponds with
regions shown in Fig. 1B; BA = Brodmann area; L = left; R = right; B = bilateral.
in the amodal access to information about familiar people. Mad-
dock (1999) emphasized the potential role of the posterior cingu-
late, and the retrosplenial cortex in particular, in processing
emotionally salient information. Fame irrespective of stimulus
modality also produced activation in the temporo-parietal junction
(TPJ), insula, and middle frontal gyrus. These regions, in particular
the TPJ, are considered to play an important role in social cognition
(i.e., theory of mind) such as in drawing inferences about the goals
and intentions of other people (Samson, Apperly, Chiavarino, &
Humphreys, 2004; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Van Overwalle,
2009). One would expect that these social–emotional and attitudi-
nal processes would be critical in determining responses to people
we meet and interact with, regardless of stimulus modality.

We found a common area of activation for both famous faces
and famous names in the area of the left anterior temporal lobe,
but not the right anterior temporal lobe which has often been cited
in lesion studies as important in the recognition of famous people
(Evans et al., 1995; Gainotti, Barbier, & Marra, 2003; Gentileschi,
Sperber, & Spinnler, 1999). The observed left temporal lobe activity
also did not extend out to the temporal pole as reported by others
(Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998). In the current study, subjects were
asked to make a familiarity judgment about the famous face, but
it is quite likely that making this decision also (‘‘automatically”)
elicited the retrieval of the individual name and accompanying
semantic information. Left anterior temporal lobe activity has been
reported in other studies that entailed naming of famous faces
(Grabowski et al., 2001). Furthermore, famous face naming (in con-
trast to face recognition) is specifically disrupted in patients with
left temporal lobe epilepsy (Glosser, Salvucci, & Chiaravalloti,



Table 3
Brain regions demonstrating an interaction between fame and stimulus type.

# Side Region BA x y z Vol. (ml) Interaction contrasts

Frontal lobe
1 L Precentral G. 6 �49 �4 37 2.3 A, C
2 M Supplemental motor area 6 �3 �1 58 0.5 A, B, E, F
3 L Middle cingulate G. 24 �3 �10 40 0.5 A, B, C, D
4 L Insula – �45 6 3 0.4 A, B, C

Parietal lobe
5 L Inferior parietal L. 40 �45 �37 38 0.7 A, B, C
6 L Postcentral G. 1,2,3 �20 �35 68 0.6 A, B, C, D

Temporal lobe
7 L Fusiform G. 37 �41 �53 �11 1.7 A, C, D
8 L Superior temporal G. 22 �53 �35 7 1.6 B, F

Occipital lobe
9 L Lingual G. 18 �5 �81 �1 3.0 A, B, C, D
10 L Lingual G. 19 �13 �61 �2 1.4 A, B, C
11 L Inferior occipital G. 18 �27 �87 �8 1.3 A, B, F
12 R Inferior occipital G. 17 20 �86 �5 2.4 A, C

Cerebellum
13 M Vermis (IV, V�) – 5 �53 �7 1.8 A, B, C
14 R Lateral hemisphere (VI�) – 29 �56 �20 0.5 A, C

Subcortical
15 L Thalamus (DM nucleus) – �8 �15 11 0.4 A, B, F
16 R Thalamus (VPL nucleus) – 22 �21 4 0.3 B, C, F

Note: # corresponds with regions shown in Fig. 1C and 2; BA = Brodmann area; L = left; R = right, M = midline; � = nomenclature from Schmahmann et al. (1999). Significant
pair-wise contrasts are indicated by: A = famous > unfamiliar, faces; B = unfamiliar > famous, names; C = names > faces, unfamiliar; D = names > faces, famous; E = faces >
names, unfamiliar; F = faces > names, famous.
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2003; Seidenberg et al., 2002; Viskontas, McAndrews, & Moscov-
itch, 2002). The issue of task performance and its impact on tempo-
ral pole activation has also been raised in another fMRI study
examining categorization of famous faces (Turk, Rosenblum, Gaz-
zaniga, & Macrae, 2005). It should also be noted that concern has
also been raised about the fMRI BOLD imaging limitations in the
temporal poles (Devlin et al., 2000). Additional neuroimaging stud-
ies may help to resolve some of the inconsistencies seen in the
neuroimaging literature on this point.

There were very few areas showing significant interactions be-
tween stimulus type and fame, and those that existed involved
very small regions in distributed areas primarily in the left hemi-
sphere. In these few regions, famous faces produced greater activ-
ity than non-famous faces, while non-famous names produced
greater activity than famous names. We can only speculate at this
time about this discrepancy, but anecdotal reports from partici-
pants suggested that non-famous faces were more easily rejected
than were non-famous names. That is, non-famous names may
have required more detailed processing to make a decision about
fame than did non-famous faces.

One important limitation of the current study is the difficulty in
determining the specific level of processing performed by subjects
in the famous face and name recognition task. It is generally
acknowledged that when one recognizes a familiar face or name,
there is also a degree of ‘‘automatic” retrieval of more detailed
semantic information (Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998). However, the
degree of ‘‘internal” processing is likely to vary across subjects
and famous stimuli. Thus, there may be subtle differences in the
neural networks that are activated depending on the level of per-
son processing that has been achieved (Turk et al., 2005). In addi-
tion, there was a significant difference in task difficulty between
the stimulus sets, whereby faces were slightly more difficult to rec-
ognize or reject than were names. However, all mean performances
were 90% correct or better, suggesting that this significant effect is
attributable at least in part to ceiling effects. That is, faces were
judged at 90–91% accuracy, while names were judged at 95–97%
accuracy, so that given the restricted range of performance at near
perfect levels, this small difference was statistically significant.
However, it is most important to note that the hemodynamic re-
sponse functions for the functional analyses included only cor-
rectly performed trials in order to limit task performance effects.
5. Conclusions

The present study provides results consistent with both modal-
ity specific and amodal models of familiar person processing. Both
the face and name modality of famous people activated distinct re-
gions in the right and left hemisphere which are typically associ-
ated with pre-semantic processing. In addition, a set of shared
regions that are typically associated with retrieval of biographical
knowledge and social affective reaction were also activated regard-
less of modality of presentation. This latter network includes re-
gions commonly associated with long-term memory retrieval
(e.g., bilateral hippocampal and posterior cingulate), as well as
those specifically associated with biographical knowledge storage
and retrieval (e.g., anterior and middle temporal regions), and
emotional components (e.g., insula, TPJ, and anterior cingulate).
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